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	Title: Fall Gardening Chores Pay Off in Winter and Spring
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	Page 1: Fall is a great time to enjoy gardening.  Finally comes a break in the heat and there’s time to prepare for winter.  I have found that if I spend the next few weekends catching up on gardening chores, then the majority of my yard is maintenance free until spring.  Of course I still need to mow the lawn and prune my trees, but as the cold weather arrives I can often go three weeks between mowing and any real gardener can tell you that they love to prune. So how do I prepare my yard for winter?  Well first I give my small fescue lawn a little extra attention.  I cut back on the water and I mow it a little lower than usual (at 1.5 inches instead of 2), then I aggressively rake it to remove thatch and get the flattened grass blades upright.  Sometimes I need to mow it again and believe it or not I edge with hand sheers, because I don’t like the noise and gas pollution of lawn edgers, and like I said my lawn is small.  It takes me 10 minutes to edge the front and 15 minutes for the back, but meanwhile I can still hear the radio and I like the exercise.  Since I am “up-close and personal” with the lawn at this time I am also checking for weeds as I clip.  If necessary I toss out some seed in bare spots and I fertilize lightly.  I also topdress the lawn with either a fine compost, lawn topper, or a finely sieved steer manure that is free of weed seeds.  If your lawn is particularly weedy then I would skip the seeding and instead put down a preemergent herbicide before topdressing.  You can’t seed and use a preemergence at the same time.  I water thoroughly and then pretty soon I turn my sprinklers off for the winter and let nature take over.  Next I focus on my shrubs.  I have a 15-year old privet hedge that I like to keep about 4’ tall so I do use electric hedge clippers on it a few times a year.  I try to time my most severe pruning when the weather has turned cold so that there is virtually no regrowth until spring.  After the big spring growth flush I re-hedge again and then I put the electric trimmer away and just hand prune a few straggly shoots each month.   I treat my two oleander “trees” that are nearly 12’ tall almost the same way.  I get the ladder out and give them a thorough pruning in fall by selectively removing about one-third of their branches and lowering their height to about 8 feet.  I need to keep these evergreen screens within my maintenance capabilities and so I only water them on occasion in summer.  My two large shade trees (one in each the front and back yards) require a certified arborist about every three years to lightly thin and shape.  My other trees are Japanese maples which I annually prune to keep them light and airy.  This job takes place in the dead of winter. 
	Page 2: Finally to prepare for winter I plant some flowers and herbs.  A planting of winter annuals by the mailbox or entryway or visible from your kitchen window will add spark to your winter landscape and cheer up the neighborhood.  I have a couple of small spots where I mix seasonal annuals and vegetables in with herbaceous perennials and the neighbors always take notice.  The areas do not have to be large to have impact, just remember to bunch them together rather than string them out.  October is the best month of the year to plant our winter color that even a novice gardener is insured success.  Many people wait until spring, but they are missing a big gardening opportunity.  In fall, cooler temperatures help plants establish quickly and rains keep new plants watered.  So even though we are using “high water using plants” we are still being environmentally conscientious because our winter conditions provide enough moisture for the plants to perform well.  What we don’t want to do is plant “water loving plants” in the spring and summer months, when we don’t have rainfall or fog. If you have trouble getting winter color to grow and thrive perhaps a little more soil preparation is needed.  If you usually poke a hole in the ground and stuff the plants in, that could be your problem.  For your plants to root well and bloom vigorously, the compacted soil needs to be loosened and amended so that water percolates and drains. One way to improve drainage is to add soil amendments such as peat moss or well-decomposed compost and mix well.Another way to improve drainage is to plant in raised beds.  Adding 4-12" of height to a flower bed allows water to drain away from roots.  If you can't raise the beds, then set the transplants high so that water drains away from the base of the plant or plant in containers.Throw in raking leaves and now you know the chores that keep me busy in fall!
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